
 

 

 

Rhoscrowther Wind Farm (DNS) 

The Friends of Pembrokeshire Coast National Park is an independent voluntary charity, founded in 

1991 to help protect, conserve and enhance the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park for all who live, 

work or visit the Park, both now and in the future. 

 This latest proposal for a large scale wind generation project at Rhoscrowther follows several 

previous applications which have all been rejected.  In our view this new application does not 

diminish the overall impact of the development on the surrounding landscape and seascape. Indeed 

the dramatic increase in wing tip height from 100m to 135m would massively extend  the range of 

the visual impact of the scheme.  In addition we believe the latest planning policy provides clear 

safeguards in relation to large scale wind energy developments in or adjacent to designated 

landscapes. 

The key planning issues remain the same as in the 2017 Inquiry which in essence centred around the 

effect of the proposal on - 

 The visual impact, particularly on the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park. 

 The setting of the heritage assets  (St Decumanus Church, Easington Manor etc). 

 Whether the resulting harms of the above are outweighed by the renewable energy benefits 

the scheme would bring. 

 

The Minister’s letter following the Inquiry states that  ‘ I recognise renewable generation must be in 

an appropriate sites at an appropriate scale. I accept, in this case, the harm identified by the 

Inspector outweighs the benefit the proposal would bring in terms of renewable energy generation’ 

 

We believe this conclusion still holds true and has indeed been reinforced through new policy.  

 

The planning policy environment has developed since the previous application with the adoption of 

Future Wales: The National Plan 2040 (FW), which has sought to strengthen the guidance relating 

to renewable energy generation. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 This latest, top tier planning document brings a strategic approach to large scale wind energy 

planning which includes pre-assessed areas suitable for wind energy projects alongside clear 

protections for protected and designated landscapes. This area has not been pre-assessed as being 

suitable for large scale wind generation. 

Policy 17 of FW outlines the ambition to scale-up renewable energy generation to meet future needs 

and obligations but specifically includes protection for the highest value landscapes though the 

following clause- 

Applications for large-scale wind and solar will not be permitted in National Parks and Areas of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty and all proposals should demonstrate that they will not have an 

unacceptable adverse impact on the environment. 

Policy 18 of FW relates specifically to Developments of National Significance and includes the 

following clause- 

Outside of the Pre-Assessed Areas for wind developments and everywhere for all other technologies, 

the proposal does not have an unacceptable adverse impact on the surrounding landscape 

(particularly on the setting of National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty). 

Policy 17 and 18 taken together are clearly designed to locate the right renewable energy project in 

the right place and avoid poor decision making. Despite the proposal being located just outside the 

National Park boundary this proposal sits squarely within a treasured, world class landscape which 

benefits from the highest level of protection.  

In addition to the above we feel the negative impact of the proposal on the tourism industry , which 

underpins the local economy,  would be substantial.  Similarly with the emergence of off-shore wind 

generation and the anticipated transformation of the Haven waterway into a renewables hub it is 

crucial to make long-term decisions based on a clear strategy rather than one-off proposals.  The 

emerging Strategic Development Plans will provide such a platform for this approach. 

The Friends urge you to take account of these views and reject the application. The proposal would 

be contrary to the policies of Future Wales: The National Plan 2040 and would have an 

overwhelming negative impact on the special qualities of this part of the National Park.   
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